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designer Abigail Prentice and photographer Ben Nelms found themselves
on the road in the Canadian prairies. Despite the rain, they decided to
take some time off and explore the natural setting of the region. The

result, Glimpse: Journey to Dunvegan, is now a book available in print and
digital editions, published by Hachette Canada. The pair traveled along

the tarmac of highways to discover the wondrous and stunning
landscapes that dot the Canadian countryside. While the journey takes
the reader along the prairies, prairies that stretch from the ocean to the

tundra, it is also home to Canada’s national parks. Add in the cool
Canadian history and some serious swampiness, and it all makes for a

terrific, varied experience. Prentice and Nelms are also two of the
founders of the Dunvegan series of magazines, which have been

published in print and online since 2012. The goal of the project is to take
the reader to a particular place or art form at a specific time in history,
and the result is both beautiful and educational. Some of the locations

that they explored include: Wonderland Park in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
Spruce Grove Cemetery in Edmonton, Alberta Crabtree Valley Mall in

Langley, British Columbia House with a view in Victoria, British Columbia
The Royal Bank of Canada building in Ottawa, Ontario Not exactly a lot of

pictures of Canada, but there are more than 400. “Stories that drive
deeper impressions are harder to shoot,” said Prentice in a recent

interview. “Travel photography was really becoming a thing when we
started the series and quickly became a huge challenge because we were
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seeing a lot of the same things. We wanted to create change and see the
world, but we also wanted to capture that sense of place and make you

feel like you’re there.” Instead of doing what every other travel
photographer was doing — like everyone else, taking pictures of the lights

and the shops and the people — the pair deliberately photographed
aspects of the landscape to create the sense that the reader is really on
the road. “We were never ready to travel,” said Prentice, explaining that

everyone has certain expectations of the state of
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